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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic microphone jammers protect speech privacy from
being eavesdropped by leveragingmicrophones’ non-linearity.
However, existing jammers merely introduce independent
noises and are vulnerable to capable adversaries who adopt
advanced denoising techniques. We propose a novel jammer,
namely MicFrozen. It reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the adversary’s microphone from two perspectives, i.e.,
cancelling speech signals and adding noises that are difficult
to be removed. It effectively cancels out the protected speech
signals at the adversary without compromising the delivery
of the signal to the targeted individual. MicFrozen further
adds coherent noises that are coupled with the speech sig-
nals to resist removal by the adversary. Extensive evaluations
show that MicFrozen can cause a low SNR (-13.6 dB) at the
adversary and up to 96.9% of speech signals are unrecognized
at the adversary even if state-of-the-art denoising techniques
are adopted by the adversary. Comprehensive experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of MicFrozen confronted by
capable adversaries.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Eavesdropping via microphones poses a serious threat to pri-
vacy. Spy microphones can be used for eavesdropping [72],
forging voiceprint [85], and inferring physical keystrokes
[62]. Ubiquitous devices such as smartphones and voice as-
sistants further exacerbate this threat [3, 71, 77]. Ultrasonic
microphone jammers (UMJs) [15, 48, 63, 69] are proposed as
a user-friendly solution to prevent microphone-based eaves-
dropping. UMJs modulate jamming noises on ultrasounds
that are inaudible to humans. The noises are then injected
into spy microphones, leveraging microphones’ nonlinear
characteristic [1, 24] to combat eavesdropping. In this case,
adversaries cannot easily obtain private information from
the polluted sound recordings.
Unfortunately, the capability of adversaries is underes-

timated and the state-of-the-art (SOTA) UMJs are still vul-
nerable to adversarial countermeasures. Existing methods
introduce diverse noises to combat eavesdropping. However,
these noises are independent of speech signals. Although
these noises mask private speech signals, the original speech
signals still exist in the recordings without being distorted.
Capable adversaries can leverage such independence [18, 61]
to remove the jamming noises. Advanced noise removal
techniques such as blind source separation (BSS) can sup-
port private information recovery from jammed recordings.
Therefore, adversaries are capable of bypassing the UMJs and
still extracting private information from recordings. For in-
stance, without adversarial countermeasures, Sun et al. [69]
achieved a low speech recognition rate of no more than 6%
in the jammed recordings. However, after countermeasures
were applied, the jamming performance degrades signifi-
cantly with 75% of words recognized [69]. This is a general
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Figure 1:MicFrozen leverages ultrasound to jam spymi-
crophones without affecting human hearing. It couples
complex coherent noises and cancels speech signals
actively for reducing SNR in illegal recordings.

problem associated with the SOTA UMJs [12], which greatly
limits UMJs’ jamming capability in practice.

Instead of merely increasing the intensity of the indepen-
dent noises, we propose to improve UMJs’ design from two
aspects to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of private
speech signals at the adversary. The first aspect is to weaken
the intensity of speech signals at the adversary through sig-
nal cancellation. The second aspect is to further cover speech
residues with dedicated noises which are difficult to be re-
moved. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, in-
spired by active noise cancellation (ANC) techniques [10, 11],
we design an anti-speech signal to weaken speech signals
recorded at spy microphones. It has the same frequency and
amplitude but opposite phase as the speech signal. We mea-
sure the inverse channel from the sound source to a known
microphone, based on which the inverse channel to the spy
microphones is coarsely estimated. The obtained inverse
channel is used to generate the anti-speech signal carried
by ultrasound and injected into the spy microphone. On the
other hand, to defend against adversarial countermeasures
(e.g., removing the added noise), we replace the independent
noises used in SOTA UMJs with carefully designed coherent
noises that are difficult to be removed.
To realize such a UMJ, we need to overcome two core

design challenges. i) Inverse channel estimation: Traditional
ANC techniques [10, 11] can only cancel sound in a target
area. It requires feedback microphones placed near the target
area to estimate the inverse channel for effective cancella-
tion. However, in our task, the spy microphones’ locations
are unknown. ii) Noise generation: Adversaries would take
measures to separate and remove the jamming noises in time,
frequency, or spatial domains. Designing noises which can
resist various denoising techniques is non-trivial.
To address the above challenges, we present MicFrozen,

a novel UMJ design to prevent potential eavesdropping be-
haviors. Different from traditional methods which place the

reference microphone near the target area, we show that by
placing the reference microphone close to the sound source,
we can cancel out the speech signal at the adversary by a sig-
nificant amount (e.g., 80%) without a need of knowing the spy
microphone’s location. On the other hand, MicFrozen gener-
ates coherent noises that are coupled with speech signals to
improve the resilience against adversarial countermeasures
such as signal separation and removal. The dependence of
the coherent noises with respect to the protected speech
signals degrades the performance of denoising techniques
significantly [18, 61]. Note that as the proposed system does
not just rely on signal cancellation but also adds noises to
prevent eavesdropping, even if the signal is not completely
cancelled out, the end performance is not greatly affected.
We prototype MicFrozen using commercial off-the-shelf

(COTS) hardware. We conduct comprehensive experiments
to evaluate the performance and resilience of the system.
MicFrozen yields a low SNR of -13.6 dB in the illegal record-
ings at the spy microphone, leading to less than 4% of words
being correctly recognized by automatic speech recognition
(ASR) algorithms and humans. It still maintains an SNR of
-14.3 dB and prevents over 86.9% of speech signals from being
recognized against various denoising techniques. The demo
of MicFrozen is presented in [76].

We summarize the contributions of MicFrozen as follows:

• We propose a novel UMJ, MicFrozen, to protect speech
privacy. It enhances protection effectiveness by cancelling
speech signals and adding coherent noises simultaneously.

• We probe the acoustic propagation with a mathematical
model. It supports the inverse-channel estimation with-
out the need of knowing the spy microphone’s location.
MicFrozen accordingly generates anti-speech signals in
a real-time and adaptive manner for cancelling private
speech signals.

• We prototype MicFrozen using low-cost COTS compo-
nents with extensive evaluations on commercial micro-
phones. We validate its effectiveness and resilience against
capable adversaries, achieving an adversarial speech recog-
nition rate below 4%.

2 ACOUSTIC NON-LINEARITY
Various microphone jammers, based on electromagnetic in-
terference (EMI) [46], audible sound [52, 58], or ultrasound
[14, 15, 48, 63, 66, 69], are proposed to obfuscate audio signals
recorded at spy microphones to protect private information.
Among them, the EMI-based jammers require prior knowl-
edge about the target spy devices (e.g., the frequencies of the
EMI signals [46]), while the audible ones interfere with the
user’s normal conversation. In comparison, UMJs leverage
the ubiquitous non-linear property of microphones and work
on the inaudible bands. Non-linearity occurs when the input
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sound 𝑥 (𝑡) occupies a high frequency over 25 kHz. We have
the output recording𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝐴1𝑥 (𝑡) +𝐴2𝑥

2 (𝑡) +𝐴3𝑥
3 (𝑡) + · · · ,

where 𝐴𝑖 is the gain. Here, terms with 𝐴𝑖 (𝑖 ≥ 3) can be
ignored due to the low power.
Given an input 𝑥 (𝑡) = cos(2𝜋 𝑓1𝑡) + cos(2𝜋 𝑓2𝑡), (𝑓1, 𝑓2 >

20 kHz), microphones would output the sum of six tones of
frequencies 𝑓1, 𝑓2 (i.e., derived from the term𝐴1𝑥 (𝑡)), 2𝑓1, 2𝑓2,
|𝑓1 − 𝑓2 |, and 𝑓1 + 𝑓2 (i.e., derived from the term 𝐴2𝑥

2 (𝑡)).
Among these components, the term |𝑓1− 𝑓2 | survives after the
low-pass filter processing in microphones. As a result, two
ultrasonic signals produce an audible sound in microphones.

By leveraging this acoustic non-linearity, UMJs can inject
audible noises into the spymicrophone. SOTAUMJs transmit
two signals together, i.e. the modulated noise 𝑛(𝑡) cos(2𝜋 𝑓𝑐𝑡)
and the carrier cos(2𝜋 𝑓𝑐𝑡), where 𝑛(𝑡) is the low-frequency
noise and 𝑓𝑐 is the carrier frequency. The spy microphone
receives the added noise as

𝑁 (𝑡) = 𝐴2 [𝑛(𝑡) + 0.5𝑛2 (𝑡)], (1)

in which the high-power noise component makes the spy
microphone ‘deaf’ [65].
Various UMJs are proposed leveraging the acoustic non-

linearity to inject noises into spy microphones. Unfortu-
nately, they all adopt independent noises, i.e., noises whose
frequencies vary following specific patterns [15, 48] or Gauss-
ian noises [17, 28, 63, 69, 74, 75]. They are vulnerable against
advanced denoising techniques.

3 THREAT ANALYSIS
We assume that an adversary aims at eavesdropping on vic-
tims’ speech. The adversary can place microphones near the
victims. Furthermore, a capable adversary could be aware of
the existence of UMJs and try to avoid being interfered [69].
In practice, the adversary will not give up eavesdrop-

ping when capturing audios full of noise. Instead, the adver-
sary would employ denoising techniques for obtaining clean
speeches. Generally, the adversary could separate jamming
noises from the speech signals in three different domains,
i.e., time domain, frequency domain, and spatial domain.

Time domain. The time-domain characteristics of noises
allow temporal denoising [83]. Relying on multiple micro-
phones, blind speech separation (BSS) [51], a representative
signal separation method, is widely utilized for separating
independent signals.
Frequency domain. The adversary could observe the

frequency characteristics of jamming noise using spectrum
analysis techniques (e.g., Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)). The
adversary could employ high-pass, low-pass, or band-pass
filters to remove noise in specific frequency bands.

Spatial domain.The spatial difference between signal/noise
sources enables the adversary to remove jamming noises.
Beamforming is a representative spatial domain method

widely used to enhance signal strength coming from spe-
cific directions. Multiple microphones are used to distinguish
the arrival angle of signals and recover targeted audio sig-
nals [69].

Sniffer-assisted techniques.A recentwork [32] presents
a new method to capture the detailed features of jamming
noises modulated on ultrasound. Accordingly, the adversary
could utilize denoising methods such as adaptive noise fil-
tering to separate and remove noises.
In practice, users have no knowledge of what kind of de-

noising countermeasures the adversarymay use. Therefore, a
powerful UMJ needs to protect private speech signals against
diverse denoising methods.

4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We briefly introduce the mechanism of UMJs and our two key
design modules, i.e., the speech signal cancellation module
and the coherent noise coupling module.
We denote the speech signal to be protected as 𝑠 (𝑡), and

the illegal recording acquired by an adversary as 𝑟 (𝑡). With-
out jammers, the adversary would receive 𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑠 (𝑡) +𝑛0 (𝑡),
where 𝑛0 (𝑡) is the inherent channel noise. SOTA UMJs in-
troduce additional noise 𝑁 (𝑡) in the form of 1

2𝑛
2 (𝑡) +𝑛(𝑡) as

illustrated in Eq. 1 and the signal received at the adversary
can be represented as

𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝑁 (𝑡) + 𝑛0 (𝑡). (2)

Thus, the SNR in recordings drops from |𝑠 (𝑡 ) |
|𝑛0 (𝑡 ) | to

|𝑠 (𝑡 ) |
|𝑁 (𝑡 )+𝑛0 (𝑡 ) | .

SOTA UMJs adopt high-power ultrasound to carry various
jamming noises 𝑛(𝑡). They use Gaussian noise [17, 28, 63, 69,
74, 75] and noises whose frequencies vary following specific
patterns such as hopping [15] and sweeping [48]. However,
these adopted noises are independent of speech signals that
still exist in illegal recordings without being distorted. Hence,
SOTA UMJs are ineffective against denoising techniques
adopted by more sophisticated adversaries [12, 69].

Instead, we protect speech privacy from two perspectives,
i.e., reducing the intensity of speech signals received at the
spy microphone and introducing more effective noises. We
estimate the inverse channel to generate anti-speech sig-
nals −𝑠 (𝑡) in real time to cancel speech signals, namely
Speech Signal Cancellation module, in Sec. 5. We redesign
jamming noises. The coherent noises 𝑁 (𝑠 (𝑡)) are coupled
with speech signals and are difficult to be removed by de-
noising techniques, namely Coherent Noise Coupling module
in Sec. 6. Thus, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as

𝑟 (𝑡) = 𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝑁 (𝑠 (𝑡)) + 𝑛0 (𝑡) . (3)

Therefore, the SNR in illegal recordings sharply decreases to

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
|𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑠 (𝑡) |

|𝑁 (𝑠 (𝑡)) + 𝑛0 (𝑡) |
. (4)
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Figure 2: MicFrozen generates anti-speech signals to
cancel the private speech signals and thus the spy mi-
crophone would capture no information.

With joint efforts from the two aspects,MicFrozen achieves
a more resilient jamming performance. Moreover, we also
consider practical issues with solutions proposed in Sec. 7.

5 SPEECH SIGNAL CANCELLATION
We cancel speech signals to reduce the leakage of speech
at spy microphones. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 2.
We propose a mathematical model to support global inverse-
channel estimation. We then realize real-time anti-speech
signal generation for speech signal cancellation.

5.1 Model of Inverse Channel
We model the inverse channel for signal cancellation. The
model enables global inverse-channel estimation and sup-
ports timely anti-speech signal generation.

Traditional ANC techniques [10, 11] can cancel noises in
a small area (usually within 30 𝑐𝑚2) by placing a feedback
microphone near the target area. However, in our scenario,
the spy microphone’s location is unknown and traditional
methods do not work well. To jam a larger area, we propose
to place the reference microphone near the sound source.
Through theoretical modeling and experiments, we show
that this deployment strategy can effectively jam a larger area
without a need to know the spy microphone’s location. We
first consider a one-dimensional sound propagation model
and then extend this model to multiple dimensions.

As shown in Fig. 3, MicFrozen is placed at a distance of 𝑑
from the sound source and the spy microphones are placed
at a distance of 𝑥 (𝑥 > 𝑑) away. The speech signal arriving
at MicFrozen can be represented as 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑/𝜐), where 𝜐 is
the speed of sound propagation in the air. To cancel 𝑠 (𝑡),
MicFrozen plays the anti-speech signal as follows,

−𝑠 (𝑡) = −𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑

𝜐
). (5)

5.1.1 One-dimensional Cancellation. In the 1-D scene, Spy
Microphone 1, the sound source, and MicFrozen are located
on the same line. We denote 𝛼𝐿 (𝑥) as the multiplicative

Sound Source MicFrozen
Transmit: 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡) Receive: 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑

𝑣𝑣
)

Transmit: −𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣

)

Spy Microphone 1
Receive:𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥

𝑣𝑣
) − 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥

𝑣𝑣
) = 𝟎𝟎

Receive: 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
𝑣𝑣

) − 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑+𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝑣𝑣

)

ds dm

x
d

θ

Spy Microphone 2Speech Signal
Anti-speech Signal

Figure 3: Sound propagation in one-dimension (SpyMi-
crophone 1) and multi-dimension (Spy Microphone 2).

attenuation function of audible sound. In this scene, the path
length difference between source-spy and MicFrozen-spy is
a constant. The signal received at MicFrozen resulted from
this constant path difference can be denoted as 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑/𝜐).
If now MicFrozen transmits an opposite signal −𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑/𝜐),
the received signal at Spy Microphone 1 becomes

𝑟 (𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝛼𝐿 (𝑥) [𝑠 (𝑡 −
𝑥

𝜐
) − 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑

𝜐
− 𝑥 − 𝑑

𝜐
)] = 0. (6)

In this scene, the speech signal is completely cancelled out.

5.1.2 Multi-dimensional Cancellation. In reality, the spy mi-
crophone does not necessarily have to be located on the same
line as the sound source and MicFrozen. We extend the 1-D
scene to the two-dimensional (2-D) scene, where the sound
source, MicFrozen, and Spy Microphone 2 are on a 2-D plane.

As shown in Fig. 3, the speech signal from the source and
its opposite signal from MicFrozen propagate along different
paths to Spy Microphone 2. We denote the distance from
the spy microphone to the sound source as 𝑑𝑠 and that to
MicFrozen as 𝑑𝑚 . The received signal at Spy Microphone 2 is

𝑟 (𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝛼𝐿 (𝑥) [𝑠 (𝑡 −
𝑑𝑠

𝜐
) − 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑𝑚 + 𝑑

𝜐
)] . (7)

For this received signal, the phase difference between the
speech signal and the anti-speech signal is not 180◦ anymore.
The extra phase difference Δ𝜙 caused by the path length
difference can be represented as

Δ𝜙 =
2𝜋 𝑓𝑠
𝜐

(
√︃
𝑑2𝑠 + 𝑑2 − 2 · 𝑑𝑠 · 𝑑 cos\ + 𝑑 − 𝑑𝑠 ), (8)

where 𝑓𝑠 is the frequency of the speech signal. For human
voice with a frequency of 200 Hz, Δ𝜙 is below 10◦ when \ is
within the range of −30◦ to 30◦. Such a small phase differ-
ence has little effect on signal cancellation. Even if the spy
microphone is not on the same line, provided that \ is not
big, the cancellation scheme leveraging the inverse channel
measured by a reference microphone is still effective. In this
case, we do not need to know the spy microphone’s location.
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Figure 4: Simulation effect of anti-speech signals for
2-D signal cancellation. MicFrozen locates at (0, 0.2)𝑚.

Based on the two equations, a better cancellation perfor-
mance can be achieved with a smaller 𝑑 . Thus, we suggest
placing MicFrozen near the sound source for a more effective
signal cancellation at the spy microphone. By also taking the
latency requirement (Sec. 5.3) into consideration, we place
MicFrozen 20 𝑐𝑚 away from the sound source.
We further illustrate the performance of speech signal

cancellation in 2D using MATLAB simulation [13]. We place
a sound source at (0, 0) in a 20 𝑚 × 10 𝑚 free space. The
sound source plays speech signals from the audio database
AudioMNIST [9] and Librispeech [59]. Another omnidirec-
tional sound source emits inverse signals at (0, 0.2 𝑚). To
simplify the issue, we ignore the additional distance and di-
rection attenuation during propagation. Heatmap in Fig. 4
shows the cancellation effect of anti-speech signals, where
the yellow color indicates a better cancellation and the blue
color indicates a worse one. 100% speech signal cancellation
occurs along the line parallel to the y-axis from the first
sound source to the second sound source emitting inverse
signals, which matches the theoretical analysis in Sec. 5.1.1.
When the spy microphone deviates from this line (i.e., \ ≥ 0),
the cancelling performance gradually decreases. Neverthe-
less, it still supports signal cancellation with a power reduc-
tion over 80% within an angle range of 55◦ (−27.5◦ to +27.5◦).
When the transducer is located at (0, 0.4𝑚), the coverage
angle range is just slightly decreased to 45◦. This simulation
result shows that MicFrozen is able to cancel the speech sig-
nal in a relatively large area. Note that the proposed system
does not only rely on this speech signal cancellation module
but further adds coherent noise to the residual signals.

5.2 Anti-speech Signal Modulation
We modulate the anti-speech signals on ultrasound for prac-
tical implementation. However, during the demodulation
process, distortion can occur and harmonics are induced. We
therefore modulate the ultrasound a second time to make
sure that the speech signal −𝑠 (𝑡) carried could be demodu-
lated without inducing distortion or harmonics. If we directly
replace 𝑛(𝑡) with −𝑠 (𝑡) in Eq. 1, the additional term 𝑠 (𝑡)2
remains after cancellation between 𝑠 (𝑡) and−𝑠 (𝑡). This 𝑠 (𝑡)2
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Figure 5: Using the anti-speech signal, we can signif-
icantly reduce the intensity of sound received by spy
microphones even if it cannot be cancelled completely.

term also contains information of 𝑠 (𝑡) and a capable adver-
sary could recover speech signals from it. To address this
issue, we reshape the signal as follows,

𝑛(𝑡) = − 𝑠 (𝑡) − 0.5𝑠2 (𝑡),
𝑁 (𝑡) = − 𝑠 (𝑡) + 0.5𝑠3 (𝑡) + 0.125𝑠4 (𝑡),

(9)

in which the power of the high-order component 0.5𝑠3 (𝑡) +
0.125𝑠4 (𝑡) is too low to be recognized by human ears or voice
assistants. Hence, these high-order terms can be ignored and
injected signal is just −𝑠 (𝑡).

We further consider the difference between audible sound
and ultrasound attenuation. In real-world scenes, ultrasound
attenuates faster than audible sound. We denote the overall
attenuation of high-frequency ultrasound as 𝛼𝐻 (𝑥), which
consists of the attenuation caused by two ultrasounds and
non-linearity coefficient 𝐴2. Then we rewrite Eq. 6 as

𝑟 (𝑡, 𝑥) = 𝛼𝐿 (𝑥) · 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑥/𝜐) − 𝛼𝐻 (𝑥) · 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑑/𝜐 − (𝑥 − 𝑑)/𝜐)
= [𝛼𝐿 (𝑥) − 𝛼𝐻 (𝑥)] · 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝑥/𝜐). (10)

We implement a pilot experiment to validate the presented
model. A speaker serves as the sound source and emits audio
signals whose intensity is approximately the average loud-
ness of human voice (0.02𝑊 /𝑚2 [63]). Another speaker is
placed close-by and emits anti-speech signals. A spy micro-
phone is placed at the sound source’s transmission direction.
We vary its distance to the source from 10 𝑐𝑚 to 200 𝑐𝑚 at a
step size of 5 𝑐𝑚. As shown in Fig. 5, with the aid of the anti-
speech signals, the signal intensity at the spy microphone
is significantly reduced. More evaluations on practical 2D
setup are presented in Sec. 8.3.

5.3 Real-time Signal Generation
Real-time signal generation is critical for cancellation. If sig-
nal processing takes too much time and anti-speech signals
do not arrive in time, speech signals cannot be cancelled out.

We design a real-time anti-speech signal generationmethod,
as shown in Fig. 6. It consists of four modules, i.e., a reference
microphone𝑀𝑟 , a processor, an anti-speech speaker, and a
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Figure 6: Architecture of the real-time anti-speech sig-
nal generation.

calibration microphone𝑀𝑐 . We denote the air channel from
the source to𝑀𝑟 and𝑀𝑐 as ℎ𝑠𝑟 and ℎ𝑠𝑐 , respectively. The ref-
erence microphone is placed near the sound source and the
signal received at𝑀𝑟 isℎ𝑠𝑟 ∗𝑠 (𝑡) where ∗ denotes the convolu-
tion operation. Then the processor generates the anti-speech
signal using an adaptive filterℎ𝑟𝑐 , i.e.,−𝑠 (𝑡) = ℎ𝑟𝑐∗(ℎ𝑠𝑟 ∗𝑠 (𝑡)).
The anti-speech signal will be modulated to the ultrasonic
band following Eq. 9 and emitted out. It will be demodu-
lated due to acoustic non-linearity at𝑀𝑐 . Note that in a short
term,𝑀𝑐 is not required but the phase errors can accumulate
over time.𝑀𝑐 then feeds back the error

𝑒 (𝑡) = ℎ𝑎𝑐 ∗ (ℎ𝑟𝑐 ∗ (ℎ𝑠𝑟 ∗ 𝑠 (𝑡))) + ℎ𝑠𝑐 ∗ 𝑠 (𝑡), (11)

whereℎ𝑎𝑐 is the overall channel from the anti-speech speaker
to𝑀𝑐 , including the air channel and non-linearity coefficient.
To achieve effective cancellation, 𝑒 (𝑡) should be close to 0.
We design ℎ𝑟𝑐 as follows,

ℎ𝑟𝑐 = ℎ−1
𝑎𝑐 ∗ ℎ𝑠𝑐 ∗ ℎ−1

𝑠𝑟 . (12)

To estimate these time-variant channels, traditional ANC
method leverages normalized least mean square (NLMS) al-
gorithm [31, 34, 79, 82]. It keeps adjusting the estimated
channel parameters following a stochastic gradient descent
iteration strategy to reduce the value of 𝑒 (𝑡).
To compensate for the latency, we utilize the lookahead

ANC (LANC)method [67]. It separates the anti-speech speaker
and𝑀𝑟 by a few inches and connects them using a wire or
wireless link. Such LANC method works because electro-
magnetic signal travels much faster (3×108 𝑚/𝑠) than sound
(340 𝑚/𝑠) in the air. Combining the NLMS algorithm, the
adjustment of ℎ𝑟𝑐 follows the steepest gradient descent on
the square of 𝑓 (𝑡) (ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑟𝑐 = ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑐 − `

2
𝜕𝑓 2 (𝑡 )
𝜕ℎ𝑟𝑐

), where the step
size ` controls the speed of gradient descent. In algorithm im-
plementation, we randomly initialize a finite vector with𝑀

taps as ℎ𝑟𝑐 , and then iterate each filter tap ℎ𝑟𝑐 (𝑘) as
ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑟𝑐 (𝑘) = ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑐 (𝑘) + ` (𝛿 + ||𝑥 (𝑘) | |2)−1𝑥 (𝑘) ∗ 𝑓 (𝑡 − 𝑘). (13)
By enlarging the source-MicFrozen distance, we obtain a
better ANF to generate anti-speech signals. Note that there

is a trade-off between the signal cancelling performance and
system latency requirement. A smaller source-MicFrozen
distance brings more accurate cancellation but also poses a
higher bar to meet the latency requirement. Based on our
experience, a distance of 20 𝑐𝑚 maintains a good balance. Ac-
curate cancellation can be achieved while the time latency is
still large enough for our system to complete all the process-
ing.We evaluate the system latency in Sec. 8.4 to demonstrate
that MicFrozen can meet the latency requirement.
In practice, although we do not have the knowledge of

the channel with respect to the spy microphone, it is not a
big issue because our system is composed of two modules,
i.e., the speech signal cancellation module and the coherent
noise coupling module. Even if speech signal cancellation is
not perfect, it does not affect the overall system performance
that much as powerful noises will be added.

6 COHERENT NOISE COUPLING
We develop coherent noises to replace independent noises
adopted in SOTA UMJs, which enable MicFrozen to be more
resilient against adversarial denoising techniques. We adopt
the non-linear mixture to generate coherent noises and then
redesign the noises to resist removal techniques.

6.1 Non-linear Mixture
We generate coherent noises by adopting the non-linear
mixture method [99]. Its basic idea is to use a differentiable
bijective mapping that fuses speech signals with random
noises [36, 44, 70]. Because the generated coherent noises
share similar features as the speech signals, it is very difficult
to remove them in the time domain [21, 70].

To be specific, we leverage a common non-linear mixture
function [99] to generate coherent noises as follows,

𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝑨1×2 (𝑡) · 𝑠𝑔𝑚[𝑠 (𝑡), 𝑛𝑀 (𝑡)]T, (14)

where𝑨1×2 (𝑡) is a nonsingular randommixingmatrix,𝑛𝑀 (𝑡)
is a randomnoise, and 𝑠𝑔𝑚[·] is a sigmoid activation function,
where for a given vector input 𝒙 (𝑡), we have

𝑠𝑔𝑚[𝒙 (𝑡)] = 1 − 𝑒−𝒙 (𝑡 ) (1 + 𝑒−𝒙 (𝑡 ) )−1. (15)

By involving 𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 (𝑡), the spy microphone would receive
𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝑠 (𝑡). For obtaining clean speeches, an ad-
versary needs to find an inverse function 𝐺 (·) that meets

𝐺 (𝑦 (𝑡)) = [𝑠 (𝑡), 𝑛𝑀 (𝑡)]T. (16)

Note that the problem of recovering two 1D vectors (i.e., 𝑠 (𝑡)
and 𝑛𝑇 (𝑡)) from one (i.e., 𝑦 (𝑡)) is undetermined [35]. That
is, there are infinite number of possible solutions for Eq. 16.
Denoising techniques using features in time domain to find
the optimal solution under the assumption of signal indepen-
dence [51]. However, these techniques are ineffective here.
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It has been proved that there are still infinite inverse func-
tions 𝐺 (·) with countless pairs of [𝑠 (𝑡), 𝑛𝑀 (𝑡)]T which can
meet the requirement of statistical independence [21, 44, 70].
These methods thus often obtain local-optimal solutions.
For example, Almeida [2] exploits mutual information to
optimize 𝐺 (·) but only obtains meaningless noises rather
than the target signals. Although adding constraint condi-
tions such as time correlation [98, 99], signal non-stationarity
[36], the structure of mixing models [44, 70], and regular-
ization [70] is helpful to reduce the indeterminacy, an ad-
versary is not able to collect enough prior information and
MicFrozen could further modify the random noise 𝑛𝑀 (𝑡) in
a time-varying manner. Therefore, BSS-like denoising tech-
niques do not work well in separating coherent noises.

6.2 Inseparable Noise Design
To resist various denoising techniques that an adversary
could adopt as discussed in Sec. 3, we redesign the above
coherent noise to increase their correlation with raw speech
signals in all domains and resist sniffer-assisted techniques.

6.2.1 Time Domain Inseparability. Although the non-linear
mixture generates a coherent noise, a strictly synchronous
coherent noise can cause a high computational cost. Fortu-
nately, we could maintain weak synchronization by convolut-
ing 𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 (𝑡) with another random noise 𝑛𝑇 (𝑡). The resultant
noise 𝑛𝑐𝑜 = 𝑛𝑇 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑥 (𝑡) will couple with speech signals
within a time delay of several seconds. In other words, for an
arbitrarily delayed speech signal 𝑠 (𝑡 − 𝜏) , there is always a
corresponding delayed component in 𝑛𝑐𝑜 (𝑡) to couple with.
In this way, we keep the inseparability between the proposed
coherent noise and speech signals in time domain.

6.2.2 Frequency Domain Inseparability. To enhance the cor-
relation between the proposed noise and speech signal in fre-
quency domain, we introduce a frequency-domain noise, de-
noted asF [𝑛𝐹 (𝑡)] ∗F [𝑠 (𝑡)] = F [𝑛𝐹 (𝑡) ·𝑠 (𝑡)], where 𝑛𝐹 (𝑡)
is a random noise and F (·) is the Fourier transform. Such
a convolution makes the noise coupled with speech signals.
High/low/band-pass/stop filters can only eliminate additive
noises. They would result in severe distortion of speech sig-
nals that coupled with convolutive noises. Other frequency-
domain denoising methods such as independent component
analysis [87] are also ineffective due to the strong depen-
dence on convolutive components [51, 57]. The proposed
noise can be expressed in time domain as 𝑛𝐹 (𝑡) · 𝑠 (𝑡), and
the coherent noise in Eq. 14 becomes

𝑛𝑐𝑜 (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑇 (𝑡) ∗𝑨1×3 (𝑡) · 𝑠𝑔𝑚[𝑠 (𝑡), 𝑛𝑀 (𝑡), 𝑛𝐹 (𝑡) · 𝑠 (𝑡)]T, (17)

where 𝑨1×3 (𝑡) is a nonsingular random mixing matrix.

6.2.3 Spatial Domain Inseparability. To combat space-domain
separation, we suggest placing MicFrozen close to the sound
source. Such arrangements ensure the overlap of sound sources
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Figure 7: Performance comparison of a Gaussian noise
(left) and our proposed noise (right) defending against
the same denoising BSS algorithm.

and signals emitted fromMicFrozen in spatial domain, which
enhances the resilience against spatial domain separation.

6.2.4 Resilience against Sniffing. A wide-band noise can ef-
fectively defend against sniffing methods. It causes the cap-
tured noise distorted [32]. The frequency-domain convolu-
tion can expand the bandwidth of 𝑛𝐹 (𝑡) · 𝑠 (𝑡) to over 12 kHz
in Sec. 6.2.2. In addition, ultrasonic sniffers can capture sus-
picious ultrasounds. However, recalling that the ultrasonic
signal is a mixture of anti-speech signal and coherent noise,
adversaries cannot infer the two components directly from
the captured signal, not to mention that the required wide
passband ultrasonic microphone is expensive and easy to be
caught due to its large size [4].

In short, we proposed coherent noises (i.e., Eq. 17) that can
effectively resist adversarial removal. Note that the coherent
noises do not need to meet any latency requirement.

6.3 Resilience Verification
We compare the performance of the proposed coherent noise
with the typical jamming noise in SOTA UMJs [17, 28, 63,
74, 75], i.e., Gaussian noise. A tone signal with a frequency
of 100 Hz acts as the raw audio to be protected. Here, we
adopt the Gaussian noise with a bandwidth of 1 kHz. The
two noises are both carried by ultrasound of 39 kHz. The spy
microphones obtain a low SNR of -29.4 dB against the Gauss-
ian noise and -25.0 dB against our proposed noise, as shown
in Fig. 7(a). To remove noise and extract the raw audio, a BSS
denoising method using four microphones is implemented.
It increases the SNR of the audio jammed by Gaussian noise
to 5.6 dB. Other jamming noises [15, 48, 69] achieve an even
worse performance with an SNR higher than 6 dB for the
recovered audio signal. As compared in Fig. 7(b), the SNR
of the recovered audio signal from our proposed coherent
noise still remains low, i.e., -1.1 dB. This result demonstrates
the resilience of MicFrozen. More detailed evaluations of its
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defending performance against various advanced denoising
techniques are presented in Sec. 8.2.2.

6.4 Avoid Collision between Modules
The coherent noise coupling module may collide with the
speech signal cancellation module. The coherent noises are
likely to be captured by the feedback microphone and block
the convergence of the LANC algorithm. To avoid collisions
between the two modules, we add a denoising module before
the feedback. Since MicFrozen has the knowledge of the co-
herent noise, an ANF is used to remove the noise and recover
the speech signal cancellation result. However, this solution
increases the computational latency. Therefore, beamform-
ing is used to constrain the coverage of noise and avoid
covering the feedback microphone. Here, we propose a sim-
ple method, i.e., use a transducer array to realize directional
noise injection. In our future study, parametric acoustic ar-
ray [25] will be considered to reduce the array size.

7 PRACTICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
To make our system work well in real-world settings, we
further tackle several practical issues in this section.

7.1 Carrier Frequency Selection
For efficient injection of the anti-speech signal and the co-
herent noise into spy microphones, the ultrasonic carrier
wave needs to be carefully selected. We select the most ef-
fective carrier frequency that produces injections with the
highest demodulated amplitude. However, the most effective
frequency differs among microphones [92]. Current commer-
cial microphones are categorized as condenser microphones
and dynamic microphones. Portable recording devices usu-
ally use condenser microphones due to their small size. For-
tunately, MicFrozen does not require any knowledge of the
spy microphones such as the non-linearity coefficient. It
is true that an accurate measurement of the non-linearity
coefficient of the spy microphone can present the best can-
cellation performance. However, one observation is that the
non-linearity coefficients across different microphones are
not that significant. Hence, we can just measure the non-
linearity coefficients of several microphones and use the
average value to approximate the non-linearity coefficient of
the spy microphone. This simple scheme works reasonably
well and based on our experiments, the achieved percent-
age of unrecognized words against eavesdropping decreases
from 96.9% to 86.9% when we use the average value. This
simple averaging ensures that MicFrozen is effective against
most microphones and avoids the need of acquiring any
knowledge of the spy microphone.
We test the non-linearity of 20 ECM microphones and

20 MEMS ones (produced by Panasonic, Hosiden, Harman,

(c) Frequency response of 40kHz transducer.

(b) Distorted audio.

(d) Modified audio free from distortion.
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Figure 8: Signal modification against distortion by
counteracting the attenuation in different frequencies.

and Bosung), along with 20 COTS recording devices. We
test two typical sampling rates, i.e., 48 kHz and 96 kHz. We
choose a 39 kHz carrier to defend against spy microphones
with sampling rates less than 48 kHz, and an 80 kHz carrier
against those with sampling rates below 96 kHz. The power
ratio of ultrasonic injections to speech signals is restricted
to below -5.3 dB. Similarly, we can adopt multiple carriers
with higher frequencies against eavesdropping devices with
higher sampling rates (e.g., 192 kHz). In practice, MicFrozen
transmits noises demodulated on multiple carriers to trigger
non-linearity.

7.2 Carrier Phase Synchronization
The phase difference between ultrasonic carriers would dis-
tort the injections and undermine the performance of speech
signal cancellation.

We reconsider the input of microphone 𝑥 (𝑡) as follows,
𝑥 (𝑡) = cos(2𝜋 𝑓𝑐𝑡 + 𝜑) + 𝑛(𝑡) cos(2𝜋 𝑓𝑐𝑡), (18)

where 𝜑 is the phase difference between two carriers. Then
the received signal 𝑟 (𝑡) becomes

𝑟 (𝑡) = 1
2
𝑛2 (𝑡) + cos(𝜑)𝑛(𝑡). (19)

What is worse is that the frequency offset of different signal
sources makes 𝜑 vary over time. Thus the NLMS algorithm
cannot be applied for distortion compensation. To address
the impact of 𝜑 , we adopt a phase detector [41] to eliminate
the phase difference to synchronize carrier phases.

7.3 Signal Modification
To ensure the cancellation performance, we should guar-
antee the anti-speech signals are not distorted during the
process. This requires ultrasonic transducers to have a wide
bandwidth, i.e., larger than 4 kHz. However, most COTS
transducers have a 3-kHz flat working bandwidth [42]. This
causes signal distortion, i.e., the skew of signals in sideband.
We present one example audio and the distorted version after
demodulation in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b).
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To handle this problem, we measure the precise frequency
response of the used transducer, as shown in Fig. 8(c). Then
we apply an inverse filter to counteract the frequency at-
tenuation of the transducer. Fig. 8(d) demonstrates that our
method can significantly mitigate the effect of distortion. The
power of the demodulated signal decreases due to filtering
and an amplifier can be used to make up for the loss.

8 EVALUATION
We implement MicFrozen with COTS devices and evaluate
its performance in defending against practical eavesdropping
methods. All experiments follow the IRB protocol approved.

8.1 Experiment Setup
Hardware. In MicFrozen, we design an ultrasound speaker.
It consists of a transducer array and a power amplifier. The
designed speaker is able to emit ultrasounds whose frequen-
cies range from 35 to 85 kHz at an unweighted sound pressure
level of 110 dB measured 20 cm away. It transmits the anti-
speech signal, the coherent noise, and ultrasonic carriers
simultaneously. An NI USB-4431 signal processor is adopted
for signal input/output. A laptop executes the codes written
in Labview for signal generation (both the anti-speech signal
and the coherent noise) and analysis. The ultrasonic carriers
are created using a signal generator (SIGLENT SDG1020).
Two ADMP401 microphone modules act as the reference and
calibration microphones.
Sound Source. A loud speaker (EDIFIER M230 Portable

Speaker) serves as the source. The speech signals are derived
from two open-source audio datasets, i.e., AudioMNIST [9]
and Librispeech [59]. The sound pressure of speech signals
is set at 65 dB, which is the intensity level of people’s normal
conversation.

Spy Microphones.We use 20 ECM microphone modules,
20 MEMS ones (produced by Panasonic, Hosiden, Harman,
and Bosung), and 7 COTS recording devices as the spy micro-
phones. In the experiment, we test each of them and present
the average results. We also employ professional recording
devices and directional microphones on the adversary side
to evaluate the system performance.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the effectiveness of

jammers from two aspects, i.e., accuracy and difficulty of
speech recognition. Specifically, we apply Cooperative Word
Error Rate (CWER) for accuracy measurement and Signal-
to-noise Ratio (SNR) for difficulty measurement. CWER is
the percentage of words that are missed or incorrectly rec-
ognized. We use three ASRs (Google STT [29], CMU Sphinx
[39], and iFLYTEK [40]) and recruit five volunteers for recog-
nition. SNR reflects the speech reduction and noise jamming
performance, which is commonly used in signal quality eval-
uation. A higher CWER or a lower SNR indicates a better

Figure 9: The prototype of MicFrozen.

jamming performance. The metrics with a subscript ‘raw’
(i.e., CWERRaw and SNRRaw) mean that the measurement is
based on raw recordings, while CWER and SNR mean that
the recordings are denoised with the following methods.

Denoising Methods. In the experiment, we introduce an
adversary with the ability to use four representative denois-
ing methods as presented in Sec. 3. 1) BSS. The adversary
captures multi-channel audios with four microphones and
uses the fast independent component analysis (ICA) [33]
algorithm to separate speech signals and noises in time do-
main. 2) Frequency filter. The adversary acquires the time-
frequency spectrum of a recording by applying the short
time-frequency transform (STFT) operation and removes
high-power noises. 3) Beamforming. The adversary utilizes
the time difference of arrival (TDOA) to separate the sound
coming different directions using a four-microphone array
and a delay-and-sum algorithm. 4) An adaptive noise filter
(ANF) assisted by sniffers. The adversary uses assistant tools
(i.e., sniffers) to acquire jamming noises by transmitting ul-
trasounds [32] and remove them with an ANF based on the
NLMS algorithm [31].

8.2 Overall Performance
We first evaluate the effectiveness of MicFrozen in the line-
alignment scenario. We place the sound source, the reference
microphone𝑀𝑟 , the ultrasound speaker, and the calibration
microphone 𝑀𝑐 on the same line, as shown in Fig. 9. The
distance between the sound source and 𝑀𝑟 is 10 𝑐𝑚. The
distance between 𝑀𝑟 and the ultrasonic speaker is 20 𝑐𝑚,
and that between the ultrasonic speaker and𝑀𝑐 is 10 𝑐𝑚.
Baseline. We implement three other UMJs for compar-

ison. They adopt a Gaussian noise with a bandwidth of 4
kHz, a single-frequency noise sweeping from 0 to 4 kHz,
and a single-frequency noise hopping within 4 kHz as their
jamming noises. For the sake of fairness, we set the sum
power of their transmitted noises to be the same. Though
these UMJs achieve similar performances, i.e., a CWERRaw
above 90%, the CWER of these UMJs drops to 55.7%, 31.2%,
and 41.9% respectively when denoising methods are applied.
Note that the CWER of the Gaussian noise varies with its
bandwidth and reaches a peak of 55.7% when the bandwidth
is 4 kHz, which is the best among these UMJs. Considering
the fact that Gaussian noise is the most popular mechanism
used in commercial UMJs [17, 28, 74, 75], we select the UMJ
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(b) Resilience against denoising methods.

Figure 10: Jamming effectiveness and resilience of
MicFrozen in comparison with a Gaussian-noise UMJ.

using a 4-kHz-bandwidth Gaussian noise as the baseline.

8.2.1 Jamming Effectiveness. We first evaluate the jamming
effectiveness of MicFrozen when the spy microphone is lo-
cated at different distances from the sound source. As shown
in Fig. 10(a), MicFrozen outperforms the Gaussian noise UMJ
in both SNRRaw and CWERRaw at almost all distances. Al-
though the performance of MicFrozen drops faster in terms
of CWERRaw because it suffers more from the attenuation of
ultrasound, it provides a more effective defense against eaves-
droppers within a distance of 5𝑚. Such a long protecting
distance supports practical anti-eavesdropping.

8.2.2 Resilience against Denoising Methods. From the at-
tacker’s perspective, we apply denoising methods on all au-
dios collected from the spy microphones and choose those
with the most effective denoising effect to evaluate their
SNR and CWER. Fig. 10(b) reports the CWER and SNR of
protected speech signals after denoising. The signals pro-
tected by MicFrozen achieve an average CWER of 86.9% and
maintains an SNR lower than -8.6 dB against denoising. As
a comparison, Gaussian noise UMJ can only protect 47.7%
words at most and the speech SNR is over 0 dB after denois-
ing. The result shows the resilience of MicFrozen against
denoising methods.

8.3 Performance on 2D coverage
Under the same setup as the line scenario, we extend our
evaluation to a 2D area. The area is a sector with a radius of
5𝑚 and an angle of ±60◦. Here, the speaker of MicFrozen is
located at the center. The CWER of MicFrozen in this area is
plotted in Fig. 11. Within the tested sector area, MicFrozen
always maintains a high CWER over 72.3%. In particular,
we find that MicFrozen can jam spy microphones placed

Figure 11: 2D Performance against denoising methods.

3.5𝑚 away within ±60◦ with a CWER over 85%. Moreover,
at a distance of 5𝑚, MicFrozen still retains a high CWER (≥
90%) in the sector with a ±30◦ angle. These results demon-
strate that MicFrozen can leverage the trade-off between
distance and coverage angle to balance its performance. In
addition, the area can be further extended by deploying mul-
tiple MicFrozen systems. With a sector coverage of 120◦,
three MicFrozen systems can achieve a 360◦ protection.

8.4 Latency
We use the timer of Labview to measure the computational
latency of signal processing. We keep testing MicFrozen in
jamming different speech signals for 2 hours. The average
latency is 0.50 𝑚𝑠 with a standard deviation of 0.093 𝑚𝑠 .
With this latency, the smallest distance between the sound
source and MicFrozen is 13.6 𝑐𝑚, which is practical in real-
world implementation.We also test the latency of an Arduino
(UNO R3) that is expected to be adopted as the processor in
our future wearable implementation. The latency is 0.59𝑚𝑠

with a standard deviation of 0.097𝑚𝑠 which can guarantee
real-time protection.

8.5 Impact of Sound Source
We now evaluate the impact of sound source orientation and
the number of sound sources.

8.5.1 Orientation. We vary the angle between the direction
of the sound source and that of MicFrozen from 0◦ to 90◦ at
a step size of 5◦. The results show that an orientation differ-
ence within 30◦ does not affect the jamming performance
of MicFrozen. When the angle increases to 55◦, MicFrozen
can still protect over 80% words at a distance of 4𝑚. Even
under a larger angle (≥ 55◦), spy microphones within 3𝑚
are effectively jammed. In short, MicFrozen is robust against
orientation change of sound sources.

8.5.2 Directional Sound Source. Sometimes users may adopt
directional speakers as sound sources. We employ a Honey-
well TKU-P30A directional speaker as the sound source. Its
transmission angle is about ±63◦ and the maximum transmis-
sion distance is 7𝑚. In such an area, the CWER of MicFrozen
is still over 71.9%. We also observe that within the angle
of ±31◦, the jamming effectiveness is not affected.
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(a) Microphone categories. (b) Recording devices in our everyday life.

Figure 12: Performance against different microphones. Figure 13: Performance under physical covers.

8.5.3 Multiple Sound Sources. We recruit five volunteers to
sit around a 1.4𝑚 × 1.4𝑚 table and talk freely for 10 minutes.
Then they change seats randomly for three times. MicFrozen
is placed 20 𝑐𝑚 away from one edge of the table. We measure
the CWER and find that within a sector with a ±32◦ opening
angle and a 3𝑚 radius, the CWER is no less than 80%. We can
arrange multiple MicFrozen systems for a larger coverage
based on practical requirements. A more complex scenario
is when the spy microphone is placed among the users. We
plan to design a wearable version of MicFrozen in our future
work so the reference microphone𝑀𝑟 could be pined to the
collar of the user and the MicFrozen devices would move
with the user’s mouth. The wearable version of MicFrozen
system can thus be carried by each user to protect speech
privacy in such complex scenarios.

8.6 Impact of Spy Microphones
In this section, we evaluate the effect of microphone diversity
on system performance.

8.6.1 Ordinary Devices. We first test several mobile devices
that can be used for eavesdropping. We place those spy mi-
crophones 0.5𝑚 away from the sound source. As shown in
Fig. 12(a), the average CWER is 93.0% against ECM micro-
phone modules, 93.7% against MEMS ones, and 85.8% against
recording devices used in our everyday life. We further detail
the defending effectiveness against these recording devices,
including smartphones (Samsung S8, Xiaomi Mi 4, Huawei
Mate 20, Google Pixel 4, and iPhone 4), an iPad 2018, and a
laptop (ThinkPad E550). Fig. 12(b) shows that the achieved
CWER is always over 75% in the presence of MicFrozen.

8.6.2 SpecializedMicrophones. We choose three professional
recording devices (HIKVISION Bluetooth, BY-BM3051s, and
GMTD GM-A905) as spy microphones. When the adversary
employs these specialized devices, MicFrozen achieves a
CWER of 58.5%, 57.3%, and 49.9% respectively after adversar-
ial denoising. As a comparison, a UMJ using Gaussian noises
performs much worse, with a CWER below 13%.
We also involve directional microphones for eavesdrop-

ping.We test three directional microphones, i.e., BY-BM3051s

in directional mode, RODE VideoMic Go, and SONY ECM-
GZ1M. For each microphone, we vary the distance and an-
gle between it and the sound source. The results show that
MicFrozen achieves a CWER ≥ 43.1% within a 4𝑚 radius
and ±22◦ angle range. If the eavesdropper is closer to our
system (i.e., 1𝑚), the CWER increases to over 55.6% while
the angle range expends to ±40◦.
In short, MicFrozen is able to resist diverse spy micro-

phones in various scenes. Although there is a performance
degradation against professional spymicrophones,MicFrozen
is still much more powerful than SOTA UMJs.

8.6.3 Physical Cover. Spy microphones may be hidden in-
side physical covers. The poor penetration ability of ultra-
sound through those covers degrades the performance of
UMJs including MicFrozen. We select eight commonly seen
covers made of different materials for evaluation. The thin
covers include a plastic bag (0.2𝑚𝑚 thickness), a paper tissue,
an A4 paper sheet, and a cardboard box (3𝑚𝑚 thickness).
The thick ones include a T-shirt, a coat, a glass box (1 𝑐𝑚
thickness), and a wooden table plate (3 𝑐𝑚 thickness). The
spy microphones are placed 0.5 𝑚 away from MicFrozen.
As shown in Fig. 13, thin materials have little impact on
MicFrozen with CWERs all above 98%. On the other hand,
the thick covers decrease the CWER to about 40%. To miti-
gate the impact of physical covers, besides removing them,
we can increase the power of ultrasounds.

8.7 Impact of Environment
We consider two practical cases, where the users are speaking
outdoors, and eavesdropped under non-line-of-sight (NLoS)
conditions.

8.7.1 Outdoor Environment. We conduct an outdoor exper-
iment to demonstrate the robustness of MicFrozen against
environment diversity. The experiment is conducted outside
our department building during the period of 12:00 am and
2:00 am. Midnight period is chosen to minimize the effect
of ambient acoustic noise which is measured to be around
43 dB. The setup is the same as that described in Section 8.2.
MicFrozen achieves a high CWERRaw of 98.0% against spy
microphones at 1𝑚 away, 97.9% at 3𝑚 away, and 87.7% at
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5𝑚 away. Even various denoising methods are applied, the
achieved CWER only slightly decreases to 96.4%, 86.8%, and
81.0% at 1, 3, and 5 meters away respectively. MicFrozen can
jam spy microphones placed 3𝑚 away within ±60◦ with CW-
ERs over 84.0%. The results demonstrate that MicFrozen can
effectively protect speech privacy in outdoor environments.

8.7.2 NLoS Scenario. We evaluate the performance of the
proposed system against spy microphones behind walls, i.e.,
under NLoS conditions. We consider walls made of three
commonly seen materials, i.e., wood, (hollow) glass, and
concrete. All the three walls have a same thickness of 4 𝑐𝑚
(the hollow glass [43] consists of two 1 𝑐𝑚 glass sheets and
a 2 𝑐𝑚 air gap). We put sound source and MicFrozen at one
side of the wall, and the spy microphone at the other side.
The distance from the MicFrozen system to the wall is 0.2𝑚,
and that from the spy microphone to the wall is 0.1𝑚. Due to
the wall attenuation, even when MicFrzoen is turned off, the
achieved CWER at spy microphones is pretty high, i.e., 32.2%,
78.9%, and 48.3% for walls made of wood, glass, and concrete
respectively. As a comparison, the CWER further increases to
61.3%, 92.5%, and 51.0% respectively afterMicFrozen is turned
on. Based on the above results, we can see that the protection
effect of MicFrozen is degraded in NLoS conditions, which
remains a limitation we plan to address in our future work.

8.8 Impact of Movement
We consider three types of simple movements: 1) only the
sound source moves, 2) only MicFrozen moves, and 3) only
the spy microphone moves. The distance between MicFrozen
and the sound sources is kept as 30 𝑐𝑚, and the spy micro-
phones is placed 3𝑚 away. For the first type of movement,
we ask one volunteer to act as the sound source and walk in
two different patterns, i.e., randomly walking and following
a pre-defined trajectory (regularly). For the second type of
movement, we ask one volunteer to stand still, acting as the
sound source, and another volunteer to hold the MicFrozen,
moving regularly or randomly. For the third type of move-
ment, we ask one volunteer to stand still, acting as the sound
source, and another volunteer to hold the spy microphone,
moving regularly or randomly. The influence of MicFrozen’s
movements is most significant, with CWERs always larger
than 81.8% no matter which motion pattern is used. In com-
parison, the CWER achieved when sound source, MicFrozen
and spy microphone are all stationary is 92.1%. We note that
the movement of spy microphone has little influence, with
an average CWER of 90.5% for regular walking and 89.2%
for random walking. The movement of sound source causes
the CWER to drop to 83.0% for regular walking and 84.3%
for random walking respectively. These results demonstrate
the robustness of MicFrozen against movements.

8.9 Power Consumption
We use a Digital Power Meter [22] to measure the power con-
sumption of MicFrozen. Overall, the average consumption
in 2 hours is 0.81 W. Its three major components, i.e., the
microphone, ultrasound speaker, and processor, consume
0.0129 W, 0.5982 W, and 0.1933 W power respectively. In
particular, we also consider two extreme cases. Such low
power consumption facilitates MicFrozen to achieve a long
battery life in real-world deployment.

8.10 Comparison with SOTA UMJs
We have demonstrated the superiority of our proposed noise
over others in Sec. 8.2. Here, we further compare MicFrozen
with SOTA UMJs [15, 48, 63]. When denoising methods are
not applied, all UMJs are effective, i.e., achieving CWERs
above 90%. However, once denoising method is applied, the
performance degrades significantly. In particular, for UMJs
enhanced with Gaussian noise [63], sweeping-frequency
noise [48], and hopping-frequency noise [15], the CWER
drops to 51.1%, 7.1%, and 41.2% respectively. Compared with
the SOTA UMJs, MicFrozen’s CWERs are always over 85%
even when different types of denoising methods are applied.

9 DISCUSSION
Coverage and Ultrasound Power. Ultrasound attenuates
faster than audible sound. For the same transmission power,
the transmission range of ultrasounds is smaller than audible
sounds. Increasing the transmission power can extend the
jamming range and mitigate this issue. However, we need
to make sure that the transmission power is lower than the
maximum power allowed by regulations. The sound pressure
limit suggested by the International Non-Ionizing Radiation
Committee is 110 dB SPL [19]. In our experiment, we limit
the sound pressure level of the transmitted ultrasound to
be lower than 95 dB half meter from MicFrozen to ensure
human safety. Such transmission power is high enough to
jam spy microphones within a range of several meters.

Multiple Spy Microphones. Adversaries can use multi-
microphone denoising methods for advanced attacks. Gen-
erally, multi-microphone denoising methods can be grouped
into two categories: beamforming and BSS [26], which have
been discussed in Sec. 3. We evaluated the performance
MicFrozen against two representative methods, i.e., TDOA-
based beamforming and ICA-based BSS. MicFrozen is able
to defend against these two methods, with a CWER over
79%. Although there are some advanced BSS schemes (e.g.,
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [38, 55] and ensemble-
EMD (EEMD) based BSS [84]), they mainly focus on special
cases or improving the performance in terms of computa-
tional overhead, scalability, and latency, instead of that of
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denoising. For example, EMD BSS is utilized to solve the is-
sue that the number of observers is less than that of sources,
and EEMD BSS addresses the defeats of EMD BSS in mode
mixing [84]. Our experiment shows that even if advanced
methods are applied, the achieved CWER is only slightly
decreased (i.e., less than 10%).
Ultrasonic Spy Microphones. Sniffing with ultrasonic

spy microphones to obtain the noise is a potential counter-
measure against UMJs. To effectively capture the ultrasonic
signal, the adversary needs to know the frequency band of
the ultrasonic signal. In practice, the adversary has no knowl-
edge of which frequency band to sniff. We can thus adopt
the frequency hopping scheme to further reduce the possi-
bility of being sniffed. We can also utilize a cryptographic
pseudo-random number generator [23] to choose a random
frequency to modulate our signals. Even in the worst case
in which the adversary obtains the ultrasonic signals, it is
a mixture of anti-speech signals and coherent noise. The
adversary cannot easily extract the speech signal since the
non-linear mixture design makes coherent noise inseparable
from speeches [70], as discussed in Sec. 6.2. Moreover, the
hardware cost of realizing such a wideband sniffing attack
is high [5, 6]. Adopting a time-changing design of coherent
noise can effectively defend against the adversary attack.
In MicFrozen, we can vary the key parameters in the noise
generation function (i.e., Eq. 17) in Sec. 6.2.1. We can use a
random number generator [16] or random permutation algo-
rithms [20] to generate the parameters. Even if the adversary
has full knowledge of the noise generation method, it is still
difficult to obtain all the parameters to infer the noise added.

Mobility Attacks. The spy microphone can move to dif-
ferent locations having different angles with respect to the
MicFrozen system. The amount of cancellation is different
as the cancellation signal varies. It is true that the amount
of jamming due to cancellation signal varies when the spy
microphone moves. However, the effect of jamming noise is
not affected much. Therefore, the overall performance of the
proposed system is not affected much by the mobility attack.
According to our experiment, MicFrozen still achieves a high
CWER over 88% on average against such mobility attacks.

10 RELATEDWORK
Eavesdropping and Defense. To defend against eavesdrop-
ping via microphones, users can adopt hardware devices
to generate jamming noise. Based on noise generated, the
methods can be broadly grouped as EMI-based [46], audi-
ble sound-based [52, 58] and ultrasound-based [15, 48, 63,
66, 69]. Adversaries also conduct microphone-free eaves-
dropping through fine-grained vibration sensing to recover
sound/speech content. Various sensors [7, 27, 30, 54], mil-
limeter wave signals [86], ultra-wideband signals [81] and

even hard disk drivers [47] have been successfully utilized
to eavesdrop through vibration sensing.

Applications of Acoustic Non-linearity. Microphones
exhibit the square-law non-linearity [1, 24]. Based on this
property, malicious inaudible commands are injected to voice
assistants [64, 68, 88, 92] and several countermeasures are
proposed [32, 64, 90]. This property is also utilized to defend
against eavesdropping [14, 15, 63, 66, 69], localization [49],
device fingerprint [97], and communication [63, 91].
Applications based on Acoustic Signals. Abundant

acoustic (both audible and ultrasonic) signals can also be
exploited for authentication [37, 96], localization [60, 93],
distance measurement [73, 94], device tracking [8, 95], face
recognition [45, 53], and behavior sensing [50, 56, 78, 80, 89].
Ultrasonic Microphone Jammers. Basically, UMJs ex-

ploit the acoustic non-linearity of microphones to protect
speech privacy. Backdoor [63] is the first work of UMJs. After
comparing several types of noise, Backdoor selects an 8-kHz-
bandwidth Gaussian noise as the jamming noise. Chen et al.
[15] enable a wearable UMJ with multiple ultrasonic speak-
ers for a wider jamming angular range. MicShield [69] is a
jamming system which could protect voice assistants being
used to eavesdrop on users’ privacy. Patronus [48] supports
selective jamming. It allows authorized devices to record
but prohibits the other (illegal) microphones by employing
narrow-band chirp noise. Nevertheless, all the prior UMJs
jam microphones merely by adding random noise (Gaussian
noise, chirp noise, or hopping noise). They have been proven
to be vulnerable to denoising methods [12]. In comparison,
we utilize speech signal cancellation and improve the insep-
arability of added noise. Therefore, MicFrozen realizes an
effective and resilient defense against eavesdropping threats
from sophisticated adversaries.

11 CONCLUSION
We propose MicFrozen, a novel UMJ against eavesdropping.
It produces anti-speech signals to cancel private speech sig-
nals and generates coherent noises to further cover the can-
cellation residue. MicFrozen is capable of estimating the
inverse-channel in a real-time manner for speech cancella-
tion without a need to know the spy microphone’s location.
MicFrozen outperforms SOTA UMJs in protecting speech
privacy against illegal recording and speech recovery.
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